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TECHSTREET® SUBSCRIPTIONS
STREAMLINE YOUR STANDARDS MANAGEMENT

GET FAST, EASY ACCESS
TO STANDARDS ACROSS
YOUR ORGANIZATION.
Trying to manage multiple teams, with multiple
projects, using multiple sets of standards can
be a challenge for any organization. Techstreet
Subscriptions is the leading web solution for
managing standards that streamlines distribution,
improves productivity and saves you money.
EASILY FIND THE STANDARDS YOU NEED

With Techstreet Subscriptions, it’s all about
power. Powerful search technology. Powerful
search functionality. And powerful notification
capabilities. When you combine all three, it adds
up to one thing – fast, easy access to standards
across your organization.
•

Suggested search is a fast way to find
relevant documents

•

Search filters let you narrow your search for
precise results

•

Saved search queries make it easy to find and
rerun complex and favorite searches

•

Product detail pages streamline your
workflow, giving you one-click access to
document previews, historical documents,
addenda, errata and redlines

“Techstreet Subscriptions is an essential
tool for any corporation seeking quick
and current access to the latest industrycritical information. Enhanced search
options and ease of use make this a
powerful service that will save time and
increase our employee productivity.”
- Michael Long, Central Quality Manager
Cameron International

TECHSTREET®

EFFICIENTLY MANAGE STANDARDS INFORMATION

A clean user interface, easy-to-use workflow tools
and flexible notification capabilities – they’re all
part of our web-based platform. What do they have
in common? They allow you to quickly and easily
access documents in your subscription, increasing
productivity across the board. And the best part?
Document updates are right at your fingertips, so
you never miss important changes to the standards
you use.
•

Subscription update reports provide instant
access to new and updated documents in your
subscription

•

Create custom alerts to get the critical
changes to standards you use, as well as
notifications on newly released publications
that meet your search criteria

•

Home page provides a dashboard that speeds
access to information that is relevant to you

•

Contextual help system quickly informs you
about features and functions in the platform

•

Quickly generate on-demand usage reports
with custom fields for regulatory, compliance
and auditing

•

Save hours of time comparing document
changes from one version to the next with
Techstreet redlines
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SAVE MONEY WITH FLEXIBLE CONTENT
PACKAGES

There are so many ways to save money with
Techstreet Subscriptions. You only pay for the
standards you need, not for large packages or
documents you don’t need. You control what
standards are in your subscription, eliminating
redundant purchasing. And with free, automatic
updates, you don’t pay for revised standards.
•

Building Blocks – Pre-purchase blocks of
documents by publisher and add standards to
your subscription as you go

•

Publisher Sets – Get complete sets or subject
sets from over 100 different publishers

•

Custom Collection – Mix and match full sets,
subject sets and individual documents

•

Historical and Redline Versions –
Automatically included at no additional cost
when available
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Techstreet serves business, industry, government
and academic clients with comprehensive catalogs
from the world’s leading standards authorities.
We cover dozens of industries -- from energy
and utilities, to medical devices, manufacturing,
construction and more.
LEARN MORE ABOUT TECHSTREET
SUBSCRIPTIONS

For more information, visit techstreet.com or call
+1 734 780 8000.

